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‘‘Positive thinking, positive 
action, that’s how I 
approach fishing” Willy 
says, from his perch high 

atop the poling platform. From here, 
Florida’s world famous Mosquito 
Lagoon stretches out for miles,  
checker boarded in white sandy 
potholes and dark healthy sea grass 
that glisten in the cold clear water. 
Imprinted like a highway, long streaks 
meander throughout the shallow 
system, appearing like a roadmap. 
Fingered in routes, the curving 
indentations reveal pathways that fish 
have previously taken, crisscrossing 
and reconnecting into one another 
before ending at one of  the sandy rest 
stops. During the winter months, 
typically when a warming trend 
follows on the heels of  a cold front, 
these areas can become some of  the 
happiest places on earth for an inshore 
angler, as fishing on the lagoon can be 
nothing short of  spectacular. 

Captain Willy Le silently scans the 
sub-surface, looking for any hints that 
may reveal a chilly turquoise tipped 
fin. The late morning sun is slowly 
warming up the flats, as he slowly 
poles us along a skinny beltway. Two 
sheepshead scurry across the bow, 
while a flounder lies motionless in the 
sand. It refuses my offering, yet doesn’t 
budge as we drift closer, teasing me 
into an incessant casting campaign, 
until further inspection reveals that 
it’s just an outline left from a migrating 
fluke. “Twelve o’clock,” Willy whispers, 
and I quickly glance up and cast 
towards a trio of  bronzed backed 
redfish cruising slowly along the 
shoreline. “Too far,” he whispers 
politely, while I frantically begin 
reeling the plastic jig across the top of  
the water. “Let it sink first, then reel it 
ahead of  them” he advises. Too late, 
the fast moving bait startles them and 
they’re gone. “Try again,” he says, nine 
o’clock- about 10 yards”. I short cast to 
a single that’s meandering near a 
culvert, and within seconds I’m hooked 
up. “Good vibes” he laughs as the rod 
bends towards the 
splashing redfish. 
Good indeed. 

Shallow lagoon 
redfish also known  
as red drum are 
incredibly sensitive  
to noise in the water, 
so making long casts 
are essential to 
keeping enough 
distance between you 
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and the fish to avoid spooking it. For 
the most casting distance, spool up 
with a good 10 pound test 4lb. diameter 
low visibility braided line, on a 
medium sized spinning reel leaving 
only about 1/8 of  an inch remaining 

around the rim of  the 
spool. I use a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 
with a medium action 
seven foot rod in 
order to make long 
accurate casts to 
visible fish. The drag 
should be kept light 
to compensate for 
the stiffness of  the 
braided line as there 

is no structure to contend with in the 
openness of  the lagoon when fighting 
fish. The water is clear so be sure to tip 
the braid with a few feet of  20 lb. 
fluorocarbon leader attached via a 
double-unit knot. 

The standard lure for these parts is a 
¼oz D.O.A. CAL shad tail jig in either 
Watermelon holographic, or electric 
chicken (www.doalures.com). The 
small 3 inch long lure mimics the 
majority of  the forage base of  shrimp 
and small crabs that redfish and sea 
trout feed on within the lagoon. It can 
be rigged using either a weedless 3/0 
Trokar screw lock hook, or on a jig 
head reeled with a slow retrieve to 
provide the action needed to draw a 

strike. Approach the school using a 
push pole or a trolling motor as quietly 
as possible. Don’t arbitrarily cast until 
you make visual contact with the fish, 
keeping water vibration to a minimum. 
Cast past the target and drag the lure 
slowly back in front of  the fish’s path 
allowing the action of  its tail to create 
the enticement. The key is working it 
very slow – like glacially slow. During 
tide movement these lures can even be 
dead-sticked along the ledges allowing 
them to naturally drift into the 
direction of  feeding drum. 

By noon we glide off  the bar and 
head back into a shallow creek. “Watch 
the edges, the fish like to run these 
deeper troughs” he says. A hard breeze 
picks up and he slides the push-pole to 
behind his back, using the wind’s 
momentum to maneuver the boat. The 
bow swings perfectly to where my rod 
tip almost touches the snout of  a big 
spotted seatrout lying motionless in the 
sand. “Big fish” he says, “Give it a 
shot”. A quick lob and the jig slowly 
moves past its nose, before being 

inhaled a split second later. The big 
speck thrashes out of  the water but 
quickly shakes loose. “No!” I shout. 
“That’s the second time I’ve lost a big 
trout this year!” “Nice try man” he 
offers, spinning the bow back around 
towards the shore.

By noon we’d located more redfish, 
and decided to move back out to the 

open flats to look for schools. “They 
should be grouping up pretty soon” Le 
said, and a short time later, his forecast 
was confirmed. “Cast!” He shouts 
without explanation, assuming I can’t 
miss seeing the huge blob of  redfish 
coming our way. “Where” I ask, 
desperately staring at every blade of  
widgeon grass below the bow. “Twelve 
o-clock!”, “One o-clock!”, “Just cast!”. 
He laughs in frustration. “Just look 
back at me” he says calmly, pointing 
with the push pole towards the west.  
I look back completely dumbfounded, 
and submissively follow it with my 
eyes until it ends pointed directly at a 
moving mass of  hundreds of  dark 
orange shapes. By now at least a 
thousand redfish have passed alongside 
the boat undeterred. Finally I make the 
cast near the tail end of  the school, 
where five or six big reds battle each 
other for the lure. I set the hook and 
the drag gives way bringing a huge 
smile to may face. 

Over the next several hours Le 
pointed out at least ten more redfish 
that I was able to bring to the boat 
before I realized it was almost four 
o’clock in the afternoon. “You need to 
get going?” he asked. “Yeah, as much 

as I don’t want to, I thought 
it was only about two” I 
reply. “Yeah, time flies when 
you’re catching fish all day” 
he joked. 

As we left the lagoon and 
headed back to Orlando, the 
temperature had warmed up 
to a perfect seventy degrees. 
While watching the moving 
rows of  mangrove trees, 
combined with the aroma of  
the salt marsh, the rhythm of  
Willy’s reggae music created 
the perfect soundtrack ending 
to a great fishing trip. 

Located less than an hour’s 
drive east of  Orlando, 
Florida’s east coast 
encompassing the Mosquito 
and Indian River Lagoon’s 
offer some of  the best inshore 
sight fishing opportunities for 
red drum, seatrout, and snook 
anywhere on the planet. The 
best times to target schooling 

redfish are fall, winter, and early 
spring. There are a myriad of  hotels 
and resorts within the Orlando area to 
stay, where a family vacation to 
Disneyworld can be combined with a 
great day of  inshore angling. 
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